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 Chairman’s Message 
 
If you are reading the latest HGT newsletter, I have no doubt you have been 
experiencing the same recent extreme weather patterns that we have all been 
“enjoying”? The exceptionally hot, dry early spring meant that garden rainwater tanks 
were already running low in May, but everything seemed to be flowering more 
prolifically, albeit 3 or 4 weeks earlier than usual. This was then followed by the wettest 
May/June for decades – which resulted in perfect growing conditions for several weeks. 
Indeed, the meteorological turmoil seems to be following the pattern of domestic and 
global turmoil … but let’s not discuss that here, we use our gardens and green space as a 
vital resource to stay sane as we escape from headline news. 
 
Meanwhile, although we are all affected by the short-term impact of tricky weather 
conditions, the HGT has continued to stay firmly focused on our long-term objectives of 
identifying, nurturing and protecting Hampshire’s finest parks and gardens, and of 
inspiring those who are responsible for the successful management of these crucial 
elements of the wider landscape. This applies both in terms of historic green space as 
well as new developments, where proper provision must be made for public and private 
garden space, particularly for smaller units. All of this includes social housing, where 
private gardens or allotment areas can provide areas for growing plants and 
opportunities to connect with the outside environment. 
 

 The Trust and How you can help  
 

Within our densely populated region, it is inevitable that there will be conflicts of 
interest concerning the use of limited land resources, and this challenge is exacerbated 
by the pressures exerted by central government on local authorities to build their quota 
of new housing. The HGT has a significant role to play in informing and advising local 
planners to ensure that they appreciate how provision of proper open space makes new 
developments better places to live in, at the same time ensuring that any impact on 
existing gardens or historic landscapes is sensitively managed. To achieve this aim, we 
need support from a network of local experts throughout Hampshire – so, if you are able 
to support the HGT in any way, especially if you have some previous experience in 
planning, design or management of gardens, parks or landscape, or simply if you would 
like to become more involved, please email Jo Bolt at admin@hgt.org.  We need your 
help to improve the network of like-minded people who enjoy making all aspects of the 
landscape a better and more beautiful space in which to live. You might know someone 
who isn’t yet involved, perhaps a new neighbour, who might like to help.  If so, please do 
encourage them to come along to one of the excellent HGT events. We have  
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ambitions to expand our membership and would 
welcome the opportunity to talk to new members 
about how they might like to contribute. 

If you are already an HGT member, we hope to see you 
at one of our events soon, and if you are not yet a 
member, we hope you will be inspired to join us. 

Ted Wake 
Chairman 
 

What do you think? 
 
We would like to start a member’s 
Comment Column but to do this we need 
to hear from you.  
If you have any responses or comments to make about 
anything you have read in the Newsletter or any 
matter  you would like to raise, please send it in to Jo 
Bolt either by email (admin@hgt.org) or by mail (HGT, 
Jermyns House, Jermyns Lane, Ampfield, SO 51 0QA). 
We look forward to hearing from you. 
 

Conservation & Development Team 
 

The Team has undergone quite a few changes in 
personnel in recent years and last year was no 
exception. After many years of valuable and unstinting 
service, Janet and Tony Hurrell stepped down in the 
Autumn. They both had an honourable mention in 
dispatches at our November meeting. Fortunately, 
2018 saw the Team gain the valued experience of both 
Jennifer Adams and Russell Gordon-Smith and this year 
we have welcomed two new talented members in Nikki 
Barker and landscape architect, Robyn Butcher. Russell 
has also been nominated and appointed to be the 
Team’s representative to the Executive Committee. 
  
The Team is dealing with a number of projects and 
keeps in touch with the Research Group, thanks to 
Sally Miller our liaison member. Among the projects on 
our agenda, at the present, are: Home Nursery Green, 
Winchester, Old Basing House and the Pavilion at 
Cadlington House.  A brochure, designed by Russell 
Gordon-Smith, has also been prepared for the 
Winchester Gardens Walking Trail, which Janet Hurrell 
has co-ordinated over the past two years. So far this 
year, the Home Nursery Green project is the only one 
to receive a grant from the C & D Team. We also have a 
representation on the Board of the County Council’s 

regeneration scheme for Staunton Country Park which 
unfortunately has suffered some delays due to high 
tenders and amended proposals which needed to be 
referred again to the Heritage Lottery Fund. However, 
matters now appear to be back on track for a re-start 
in the autumn. 
  
The Team continues to respond to consultations on 
planning applications throughout the Hampshire 
Districts. Among the most notable issues of concern 
are a proposal for a motorway service station and hotel 
at J6 of the M3, near Basingstoke; the Wiggins-Teape 
offices also in Basingstoke; and the new settlement 
north of Fareham, at Welbourne. 

 
 
With the influx of new Team Members, the area 
representations have been allocated as follows: 
 
 Basingstoke & Deane – Nikki Barker; 

Eastleigh & Winchester – Russell Gordon-
Smith;  
Havant & Portsmouth – Deane Clarke;  
East Hants/SDNP – Robyn Butcher;  
Test Valley and New Forest – Diane Hargreaves   
and Jennifer Adams;   
Fareham, Gosport and Hart – Mike Ricketts.  

 
The Team is grateful for the continuing support of Jo 
Bolt and the Trust’s office and we look forward to a 
new phase in the Team’s work on behalf of the Trust. 
As ever, we would welcome new recruits to our Team. 
Please contact Jo, if you are interested. 
Mike Ricketts 
Chairman  

Hampshire Districts 

mailto:admin@hgt.org
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The  Research Group Update 
 

Summer is a quiet time for the Research Group: 

holidays to be had; gardens to be visited and fine 
weather not the time to be fossicking in archives! We 
are excited about the very topical and important theme 
for our Study Day on Wednesday 23 October, again at 
Chawton House. You will find details on the bottom of 
this page. Incidentally, we have traditionally called 
these events ‘Study Days’, a phrase that may put some 
off as it implies work to be done! Not the case at all: it’s 
an opportunity for all of us to hear from experts, add to 

our knowledge, ponder and ask questions.  
 
The Research Group has its own programme of private 
visits to historic park and gardens of interest to us. In 
May we had a particularly successful and well-attended 
visit, at the express invitation of the owners, to two 
surviving Inigo Triggs (Arts and Crafts) gardens in Steep, 
near Petersfield.  Many of the houses for which Triggs 
designed gardens are now in multiple occupation, 
gardens have been divided, layouts changed and 
historic features lost.  The significant group value of the 
Steep gardens has been largely lost. Does it matter? 
Pondering this prompted Janet Hurrell of our group to 
ask some wider questions, page 13.  Do let us know 
what you think.  
 

 
Research Group at Stonerwood with Mrs Benson-Colpi 

Photo: T Benson-Colpi 

Twentieth century gardens are perhaps those most at 
risk these days. In May, Valerie Joynt and I attended a 
presentation about the future of Mountbatten House, 
Basingstoke, originally commissioned and occupied by 
Wiggins Teape. The architecture of the building and its 
integral stepped garden terraces was innovative and 
highly praised when built in the 1970s and it has stood 
the test of time. The gardens, dubbed locally the 
‘Hanging Gardens of Basingstoke’, have been neglected 
in recent years. In 2014, HGT strongly supported 
Historic England in adding the gardens to their ‘Register 

of Parks and Gardens of Historic Interest’. The building 
has been empty for a while but Basingstoke and Deane 
District Council has now sold a long lease to a 
development company to renovate and refurbish the 
building. We are encouraged that those involved (the 
development and management company, architects 
and landscape architects) are well tuned into, and 
appreciate the significance of, this 1970s building and 
its gardens. It is also encouraging that the developers 
wanted to consult us. Plans include sympathetic 
rejuvenation of the gardens: the irrigation system has 
not worked for a long time, the soil is depleted, trees 
have died, and the planting is very tired and out-dated.  
Once redevelopment is complete we would expect 
there to be ‘open days’ for the public to enjoy the 
gardens and the spectacular views from the highest 
levels.   
We are all surely aware of the increasing pressure on 
land in Hampshire for housing and other 
developments. It is more important than ever that we 
understand and record the significance of our historic 
parks, gardens and designed green spaces so that HGT 
can respond appropriately. The research this group 
does underpins all that. If you think that is important – 
please come and join us! We always need more 
researchers: we train and support new members and 
you can do as much or as little as you have time for. We 
have a training day coming up in November and it 
would be excellent to welcome a few new members. 
Contact me:  sallymiller721@btinternet.com 
Sally Miller 
Chair, Research Group, Trustee 
 

 Study Day at Chawton House  
 23 October 2019,  10 am - 3.30 pm 
 

‘Towards a Sustainable Landscape – 
 Looking to the Future’ 
 

HGT’s Study Day this autumn will be addressing the 
future of the landscape and how we can live more 
harmoniously with the natural environment. We are 
immensely grateful to our three speakers all of whom 
are experts in their field, for agreeing to take part in 
what promises to be an exceptional event. 

Kim Wilkie, an internationally acclaimed landscape 
architect, whose work can be seen worldwide, will 
introduce the day by looking at the historic notion of 
Arcadia and what the implications are for us today. 

mailto:sallymiller721@btinternet.com
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Nigel Dunnett, Professor of Planting Design & Urban 
Horticulture in the Landscape Architecture Department 
at Sheffield University is leading the field in bringing 
biodiversity to city centres in a sustainable manner. 

Isobel Allen, launched HAB housing together with 
Kevin McCloud, to design and build outstanding 
residential schemes where community and people are 
paramount and where the natural environment is 
treated as an important element. 

 
Photo: Sheila Carey-Thomas 

The Study Day will take place again this year in the 
lovely surroundings of Chawton House, once home to 
Jane Austen’s brother Edward Knight, and now home 
to a unique library of early women’s writing. Full 
details can be found on our website: 
http://www.hgt.org.uk/research/lectures-talks-and-
study-days/ 

Early booking is advised. 

Sheila Carey-Thomas 

 An evening visit to Paultons Park 
 

(Note from the editor – the amusement park does not 
function in the evenings!!) 

 On a lovely July evening, several members of the 
Research Group took up the kind invitation to the 
public by the owners of Paultons Park to view the 
gardens.  Once a landscape park with a dramatic 
crescent-shaped lake designed by Capability Brown, 
the site is now a thriving Amusement Park with Fun 
Fair attractions and rides. Tickets for the evening event 
were in aid of a local charity and the visit started with a 
warm welcome and a cold glass of fizz.  
 

The site has a long history stretching from a mention in 
the Domesday Book and through the 14th and 15th 
centuries it was owned by John de Palton, Henry VIII 
and William Lord St John. In the mid-16th century the 
estate was sold to William Stanley and in 1802, 
ownership passed to Sir Hans Sloane, who extended 
the house and gardens and the family name became 
Sloane-Stanley. It remained in their ownership until 
1979, when it was sold to the present owners. 

The Taylor map (1759) shows a house on the east bank 
of the river Cadnam. Over time the estate increased to 
230 acres and in 1772/73 the house was enlarged, and 
Capability Brown engaged to re-design the landscape. 
He built weirs on the river which formed into a 
crescent-shaped lake and thinned the woodland to 
make a boundary of trees. In 1944 the house was run 
as an hotel, then put up for sale in 1955, but not sold. 
In 1963 the house was destroyed by a fire and in 1979 
the estate was divided into Lots, with part designated 
for recreational use. The Mancey family bought the site 
of the mansion and its gardens, with the parkland to 
the north of the lake, which was then dredged, and a 
new weir made to prevent the lake silting up. In 
1992/93 the land was sub-divided again with two golf 
courses north of the lake and the walled garden 
cleared for residential use.  

 
Prosser engraving 1833 (HRO 15M/P3/186) 

 

 
View from the same bridge as Prosser engraving July 2019 

http://www.hgt.org.uk/research/lectures-talks-and-study-days/
http://www.hgt.org.uk/research/lectures-talks-and-study-days/
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The present owners of the site of the old house and 
gardens have created impressive new gardens and our 
walk took us under the healthy old Cedars to look first 
at the Japanese garden, a rill with several lovely copper 
leaf water features and very good planting. 

 
Cedar trees, Japnese garden on the left 

Photos: Peter Atkinson 

 Bearing in mind this is a family site, the juxtaposition 
of birds with brilliant plumage and pleasing planting 
makes this a good experience. We saw the rockery, the 
rhododendron and azalea garden, an African themed 
garden, the spring garden, the snakes and ladders 
garden, jungle falls, and more. The family theme 
continued with excellent topiary around the site.  
Some of the original garden ornaments and a gateway 
have been repositioned. However, we had come to 
ascertain what remained of the Brown design and we 
left the new gardens and crossed over a bridge and 
followed the lakeside path, admiring the crescent-
shaped lake created by weirs. From the vibrant colours 
of the new planting with the backdrop of the 
numerous ‘Rides’ and amusement areas, we were at 
once transported onto a quiet waterside pathway by 
the lake which conjured up images of ladies in long 
dresses taking their evening stroll. This image was a 
little disturbed by the appearance of a Pelican house 
complete with huge pelicans but re-discovered by a 
19th century water mill at the end of the walkway.  

The quiet evening was a lovely time to walk around 
and view the well-cared for gardens and explore the 
whole site when the ‘amusements’ were stilled. Mr 
Brown would no doubt have been pleased that his 
pleasure garden lake was still being appreciated!  

Helen Powell 
Researcher 
 

Projects Update 
 

 Home Nursery Green, Winchester 
 

The small Winchester City Council park that lies behind 
the Hillier Garden Centre on Romsey Road, in 
Winchester, was restored by the Council in 2018 with 
planting suggested by Rosie Yeomans. The site has an 
interesting history, being part of the original Hillier 
Nursery founded in 1874 on Romsey road. The ‘story’ is 
told on an Information Board produced by HGT. The 
text was provided by Sue Gordon, who also identified 
the original remaining trees, and the design was by 
Steve Cluett. Jean Hillier has kindly donated a new 
Rowan tree, which she planted in April with the 
assistance of Ivan Gurdler, who was involved in the 
creation of the park in 1979. 

 
Planting the Rowan: Sue Gordon, Councillor Liz Hutchison,       

Janet Hurrell and Jean Hillier with Ivan Gurdler 
Photo: Chris Gordon 

 
Helenium ‘Moerheim Beauty’ – Summer 2019 

Photo: Sue Gordon 

As with all public parks today, maintenance other than 
nominal cutting and pruning is an issue, and it is hoped 
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that a Friends Group, similar to the Friends of Hyde 
Abbey Garden, will be formed. You may never have 
heard of this little park, but if in Winchester after mid- 
August – perhaps visiting the Garden Centre or the 
Royal Hampshire County Hospital opposite – do walk 
up the little pathway between the new University 
buildings and Hillier, or from Greenhill Road through 
West Hill Park, to take a look. 
 
Janet Hurrell 
 

 A New Future for our  
 Education work 

 

 Woodlands, Leigh Park 
 
Long-standing members will remember the Trust’s 
strong Education Group, originally led by Lucille 
Ashdown, with major projects such as the restoration 
of the walled garden at Priestlands School, Lymington 
in the early 2000s and an annual open competition for 
primary schools with the Peter Maunder prize offered 
for the best school garden project. The Trust was way 
ahead of the game in offering garden assistance to 
schools and was able to advise the RHS when it set up 
its very successful scheme to help improve school 
grounds. This positive national development led to 
HGT stepping back from its work in primary schools. 
 
HGT trustee, Jill Walmsley writes of a new 
development in the Trust’s Education work:  
 

“HGT is investigating how it might use its expertise to 
help with a project which encourages students and 
staff at Woodlands Education Centre, Leigh Park, 
Havant, formerly known as a Pupil Referral Unit. HGT is 
working in collaboration with the Hampshire Cultural 
Trust on its four-year arts intervention project for 
vulnerable young people, ‘Horizon 20:20’, funded by 
the Paul Hamlyn Foundation. In July, HGT became 
involved with a brief to provide summer colour for 
terracotta pots which had been decorated by the 
students, and to make an impact on the neglected 
raised beds – all of which was aimed at encouraging 
engagement by the students in the outdoor space. 
Bedding plants were bought with money raised from a 
visit by the Hampshire, Wiltshire and Berkshire 
gardening group to Bentworth Lodge, the home of our 
former Chairman, Peter Andreae and his wife 
Rosemary. The terracotta pots were successfully 

planted up with colourful flowers and though it is not 
always easy to engage with the students, it is 
anticipated that with more contact they will become 
increasingly involved.”  
 
Since then, HGT has received a note from Cat Cooke, 
Cultural Engagement Coordinator (Horizon 20:20) 
Hampshire Cultural Trust, who wrote: 
 
“Students are referred to Woodlands Education 
Centre, a Pupil Referral Unit, either because they have 
been excluded or can no longer cope with mainstream 
schools. The students can have either behavioural 
issues, are emotionally vulnerable (including dealing 
with trauma), or medically unwell. Jill and Ann made a 
huge difference in a short amount of time and both the 
teachers and students are looking forward to them 
coming again. Some of the students have really taken 
to gardening already with one student becoming a 
‘watering monitor’! 
 

It is really appreciated having Hampshire Gardens Trust 
on board to work with the Centre to make the most 
out of their lovely outdoor space and also give the 
students the opportunity to engage positively with it." 
 

 
Decorative pots 

 
Raised beds 

Photos: Jill Walmsley 
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Jill will report more fully in the next Newsletter but in 
the meantime, if reading about this initiative you 
would like to become involved in a new Education 
Team, do please contact Jill through Jo Bolt in the 
office.  
 

 Events Team 
 

 New Organiser 
 

 
Teresa Yeates 

Photo: Jo Bolt 

I have recently become the new Chairman of the 
Events Team and am delighted to take on this role. I 
am particularly enjoying researching potential gardens 
that I feel members would like to visit.  Jill Walmsley 
has led the events team over the last few years and has 
put in place some amazing events programmes. Jill will 
still be involved and together with the rest of the team 
coming up with ideas.  

The Spring events programme has been a huge success 
and we are continuing to take bookings for the Autumn 
events. There are still places left on all the Autumn 
visits should you wish to go. All the details of these 
events together with a booking form are available on 
our website. We have already started to plan our 2020 
programme of events which for me is particularly 
enjoyable.  A whole year’s worth of garden visits to 
plan, how very exciting! 

Teresa Yeates 
Chairman 

 Past Organiser 
 

What fun I have had researching and organising garden 
visiting adventures over the last few years. We’ve 
almost always had wonderful weather, enthusiastic 
generous owners and knowledgeable head gardeners 
to enhance our enjoyment. So, thank you for your 
support. 
 
I also want to thank the events team Leslie, Mary, 
Helen, Robin and Val for their great suggestions, good 
humour and hard work. Of course we have also had 
fantastic admin support, from our administrators, 
Caroline previously and now Jo, the engine room of the 
operation. A big ‘thanks’ to them. 
 
Whist I am stepping down from the events 
organisation of HGT, I will continue to volunteer for the 
trust. Currently we are assisting in the development of 
the grounds of Woodlands Education Centre, Leigh 
Park, in conjunction with Hampshire Cultural Trust and 
their Horizon 20:20 arts initiative  (see page 6). I look 
forward to reporting on our progress in the next 
newsletter and at www.hgt.org.uk 
 
The autumn programme, put together by new Events 
Chair Teresa, looks terrific. I look forward to meeting 
up with you in the future in many more beautiful 
gardens. 

 
Photo: Alex Rowland 

Jill Walmsley 
Trustee 
 

http://www.hgt.org.uk/
http://www.hgt.org.uk/
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 Crichel House, Dorset, 15 May 
 

The owners of the Crichel estate, near Blandford, Mr 
and Mrs Richard Chilton, very kindly invited a party 
from Hampshire Gardens Trust to visit the gardens and 
park (of 40 acres).  It was clear from the immaculate 
state of the grounds (and the scaffolding on the house) 
that a huge amount of care and resources are being 
put into the property. We also realised that the history 
of the whole site is more complex than it appears at 
first. (See the Country Life article of April 3rd 2019.)  
After coffee and biscuits in the beautifully built stable 
yard (which English Heritage dates to the 1770s 
building campaign), we were given a résumé of the 
history. The two main periods of construction of the 
house (and likely development of the park) were 1742 
(after a fire which destroyed the previous house) and 
an enlargement of the 1770s. We then walked down 
past the mansion. The west side suggests that it is a 
house of two halves; the northern half of the west side 
has plain Palladian windows with pediments. This 
northern half may represent the earlier house of 1742, 
while the southern half has rather plain Venetian 
windows, suggesting a later enlargement or 
embellishment to match later work. The south and east 
elevations continue the theme of Venetian windows, 
but with pronounced rustication, which must date 
from the 1770s enlargement. On the south front there 
is also a grand portico in antis (set into the building), 
which looks down over the lake and park, and of 
course which can be seen when one looks back from 
the park. 

The grand entrance to the park is from the south, now 
through a splendid stone castellated ‘Mediaeval’ 
screen with attached lodge. This dates from the 19th 
century, and reflects the expansion of the park in the 
1770s, when the village was removed to its present 
location at New Town. The entrance provides the 
obligatory concealment of the view, followed by the 
dramatic ‘reveal’ of the view of the mansion across the 
lake, flanked by the church which survived the 
clearance of the village. The lake itself also reflects the 
two stages of development; it started as a ‘serpentine’, 
fed by the stream which comes into it at the end 
nearest to the house, but was expanded to form a full-
size (albeit shallow) lake. Flanking the lower end of the 
stream are two large stone ‘bastions’, each making 
slightly more than a semi-circle; their date and purpose 
were unknown, but to the author they were 
reminiscent of the toy fort which Lord Byron’s 

predecessor built for naval battles on the lake at 
Newstead Abbey. Perhaps we shall never know. 

Nothing remains of Harold Peto’s 1905 Italian parterre 
in front of the mansion, but the ornamental parterre 
design of 1972 for the walled garden (by Lady 
Salisbury, who was then a neighbour at Cranborne) has 
been beautifully restored. Perennials are used 
throughout, even for two ‘carpet’ beds which use 
herbs in contrasting colours of foliage. 
 

 
Ornamental parterre 

Photo: Janice Bennetts 

Throughout our visit the weather was kind, and the sun 
sparkled on the lake: a memorable day. 
 

Georgina Crauford 

 West Green House, 23 May 
 

We visited the gardens on a beautiful early summer’s 
morning and were lucky enough to be given a 
conducted tour by Marylyn Abbott herself.  Marylyn 
has created the garden over two decades out of 
nothing much more than brambles and rubble. It was 
evident that she has built the garden round her love of 
opera, with unfolding rooms opening into larger 
informal areas, allowing a dramatic backdrop to the 
annual opera festival held in the garden. All the very 
diverse areas have been designed with flair and 
imagination and particularly with a sharp eye for 
colour. We appreciated hearing the history of the 
house and her reasons for the design of the garden and 
her ongoing plans. She proved an excellent and 
amusing raconteur. We also enjoyed coffee and lunch 
in her very large greenhouse amidst well stocked and 
exotic plants. 
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         Marylyn Abbot addressing members 

 

 
                           Inside the Walled Garden, West Green House 

Photos: Leslie Shaw 
 
 
 

   Leslie Shaw 
 
 
 

News from the Friends Groups 
 

  Dean Garnier Garden 
 
The volunteers and Trustees held a plant sale on a 
sunny Saturday morning in April, and in and 
between making a sale it was interesting to talk to 
the many visitors who dropped in, many curious to 
see what lies behind the high walls. Since then, the 
herb garden which was looking rather unloved, has 
been remodelled. All the plants were taken out and 
new herbs were introduced to reflect the garden’s 
medieval footprint, with Rosa gallica as a centre 
piece.   

 
New Planting 

Photo: Jean Wheeler 

 
Herb bed planted up 

Photo: Janet Hurrell 

There has been an ‘invasion’ of lily beetles but 
regular removal of them and their grubs has 
managed to safeguard the wonderful flowers in the 
garden so that all will be looking good for the Annual 
Summer Party, in the week that this Newsletter is 
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being printed. 
As usual, our thanks go to the energetic volunteers 
for all their work. Unfortunately, we are losing two 
good volunteer members due to re-location, and 
new volunteers are always being sought. You don’t 
have to live in Winchester to be one! You just have 
to care about the Dean Garnier Garden. Jo Bolt can 
give you our contact details or look on the HGT web 
site. 

 
Lilies in flower 

Photo: Jean Wheeler 

 
Visitor enjoying the garden 

Photo: Janet Hurrell 

 
Jean Wheeler 
Representative for the Association of Friends Group 

Hyde Abbey Garden 
 

There have been many complaints from neighbours in 
houses surrounding Hyde Abbey Garden, about rough 
sleepers and drug taking. These have led to action by 
the City Council, in cutting back the high yew hedges 
and shrubbery that offered hidden places in which to 
sleep. This has not only allowed more visibility into the 
shrub area to prevent rough sleepers bedding down 
but has also provided a ‘frame’ to the Garden visually 
separating it from the pathways to the Leisure Centre. 
Whilst we had initial concerns about the work, we 
agree that it has been carried out with great sensitivity 
to the design of the garden. As a result, less unsocial 
behaviour has been observed. 

 
Cut yews in 2019 

I reported in the last Newsletter that the hollies in the 
upper part of the garden were rather sick and it is good 
to report that there has been a slight improvement as 
a consequence of more compost, growmore and the 
recent rain. We have also sought advice from Kim 
Wilkie, designer of the garden.  

 
The Hollies when healthy in 2012  

Photos: Janet Hurrell 

We are looking into carrying out a leaflet drop to try 
and attract more members and help in the garden, as 
we have an ongoing problem with ageing gardeners, 
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who do their best to continue helping but deserve a 
rest! 

Simon Cramp, landscape architect with the County 
Council, gave an invigorating talk at the well-attended 
AGM in August, not only in describing his own most 
interesting career but also telling us about the aims 
and plans for a new Garden at the new Hospice in 
Burrell House, Royal County Hospital grounds, 
scheduled to open later this year. 

Pam Underwood  
Chairman 
 

 Porter’s Lodge Garden, Portsmouth 
 
Our roses have blossomed beautifully this season; 
special mention must go to our Rosa ‘Mary Rose’, Rosa 
moschata and Rosa gallica ‘Officinalis’. 

 
Potting Shed Bed 

The three Repton style flower baskets have been 
replanted with Antirrhinum majus, white cosmos and 
cyclamen with Verbena bonariensis in the centres. We 
are in the process of updating the shady bed, planting 
Daphne and retaining some of the lovely hellebores 
and astrantia. In commemoration of D-Day 75 we went 
for a red, white and blue planting in zinc pots with 
poppies, cornflowers and white antirrhinum plus a 
display board. 

 
D-Day Commemorative Board 

As I write the Morello cherries are ripening soon to be 
ready for picking and the start of our jam making, 
which we sell, all proceeds going towards the garden 
funds. The garden remains popular with visitors and 
workers who are able to enjoy a quiet space, as well as 
a pleasant area for picnicking.   

 

View of Garden looking across the Mast Pond 

Photos: Valerie Pennycock 

Our dedicated volunteers do a marvellous job and the 
garden is looking wonderful.  We had a most enjoyable 
spring lunch at Brasserie  Blanc,  Gunwharf, in April.  In 
June we visited Mottisfont gardens and house. The 
gardens and roses were beautiful as was the weather, 
and we enjoyed a good lunch! 

Valerie  Pennycock 
 Porter’s Garden representative 
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 Rhododendrons at Marlhill Copse 
 

As reported in the Spring issue of the Newsletter, 
Marlhill Copse created by Lord Swaythling in the 1920s, 
was acquired in 2018 by Southampton City Airport, 
with the aim of felling some of the extremely tall 
Monterey pines, which constituted a possible danger 
to the aircraft flying directly overhead after take-off or 
before landing. The Copse originally  included exotic 
plants such as rhododendrons, camellias and 
magnolias, some of which are still growing there, even 
though the woodland has been neglected for the last 
fifty or more  years. 
 
I invited a group of rhododendron experts to walk 
through the copse to try to identify some of the plants. 
The group included Lionel de Rothschild of Exbury, his 
former Head Gardener, Doug Harris from Penwood 
Nurseries, his current Head Gardener, Tom Clarke, 
Hugh Milner who is employed by the airport as their 
woodland agent, Rod Clay who worked in the copse as 
a nurseryman in the nineteen sixties, a representative 
of the airport called James, and Rosaleen Wilkinson, a 
horticulturalist and historian.  

 

Rhododendron ‘Lord Swathling’ 
We spent an hour and a half walking through the 
derelict woodland, but all were amazed at the 
magnificence of the colourful floral display. The 
experts identified some of the rhododendrons without 
difficulty, others were named after discussion, but a 
few remain unidentified. These, I suspect, were hybrids 
produced by Fred Rose, Lord Swaythling’s Head 
Gardener, and planted only at Townhill.  Fred Rose 
named several of his hybrids after members of the 
Montagu family, the Swaythlings.  Among them are: 

“Lord Swaythling”, “Mary Swaythling”, “Jean-Marie de 
Montagu”, “Gladys” and “Joyce”.  
 

 
Rhododendron ‘Mary Swathling’ 

 
Rhododendron ‘Albatross Townhill’ 

 
Rhododendron ‘Cornish Cross’ 

Photos: Peter Wilkinson 
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The plants of the former Woodland Garden are now to 
be preserved, as stated in Hugh Milner’s woodland 
management plan. Over lunch the conversation varied 
between identifying rhododendrons and exchanging 
anecdotes about the experiences of a head-gardener. 
It was fascinating!  
Subsequent to the walk through the copse, John 
Hammond, President of the Scottish Rhododendron 
Society and author of an article entitled “The Lost 
Rhododendrons of Townhill Park”, has identified two 
more by studying the photographs I sent him. He also 
told me that in 1945 Fred Rose had given some of his 
cultivars to James Russell of Sunningdale Nurseries. 
Russell took them with him when he went to live at 
Castle Howard in Yorkshire where they were planted 
on the estate, in Ray Wood. I hope to arrange a visit 
there next spring, when we may be able to give a name 
to some more of Fred Rose’s hybrids. 
 

Peter Wilkinson 
Trustee of HGT  
 

 To Maintain or Not to Maintain? 
 
Some HGT members when they read of references to 
the Hampshire Register of Historic Parks and Gardens in 
the Newsletters may wonder both what it is and what 
is its function? From the late 1980s historic parks and 
gardens were ‘registered’ on a County Heritage Site 
until 2000 when a new registration system was 
introduced – The Hampshire Register of Historic Parks 
and Gardens, which was established by Hampshire 
County Council in conjunction with Hampshire Gardens 
Trust. A few years ago, Hampshire County Council 
passed on to HGT the work of maintaining the Register 
on-line. 
Since 2000 the Register has been widely referred to by 
architects, landscape architects and developers when 
preparing their plans to redevelop certain sites. The 
planners and conservationists, whose job it is to 
consider planning applications, also make use of the 
Register. However, as more and more sites on the 
Register receive permission to be built over, the 
Research Group and the Conservation and 
Development Team worry about the loss of all but the 
most important English Heritage sites.  
 

In the Introduction to the printed copy of the Register, 
there is the statement:  

‘There is an increasing awareness of the important 
contribution that historic parks and gardens and 

designed landscapes make to the local character 
and amenity of an area’. 

I thought hard about this statement when visiting two 
lovely gardens in Steep near Petersfield, with the 
Research Group. Both the gardens of Stonerwood Park 
and Island House have beautifully maintained areas 
that were designed by Inigo Triggs in the Arts and 
Crafts tradition. The 2010 revised Pevsner ‘Introduction 
to the Buildings of England, Hampshire’ suggests that 
together with Hartley Wintney, Steep’s importance in 
the Arts and Crafts Movement ‘... is comparable to 
contemporary centres in the Cotswolds’. 
Whilst there is still much to wonder at in Steep, the 
importance of its Arts and Crafts past is being slowly 
eroded as it becomes no longer tenable to maintain 
unwieldy-sized houses and vast gardens. Does any of 
this matter, do you think? Is it really necessary to 
maintain the status quo of any particular period of 
garden history?  We continually have to demote sites 
on the Register, to ‘historic site’ or re-write the Current 
description to reflect a diminution in size and 
importance. 
One of the main problems that cannot be easily 
dismissed is that a designed park or garden requires 
both large sums of money and plenty of assistance to 
maintain. Which brings me back to my initial query – 
does the disappearance of historic parks and gardens 
matter? It is rather a vexed question when you think 
about how some of our present ‘historic’ gardens 
obliterated earlier ones! One only has to reflect on how 
Capability Brown swept away so many formal gardens 
to create what became known as, and still admired as 
the English Landscape style. Maybe the answer for 
those gardens not protected by Heritage England is to 
attempt to maintain at least some of the most 
important examples of gardens designed in the 19th 
and 20th centuries.  
HGT was founded in the early 1980s to draw attention 
to the disappearance of so many important designed 
landscape parks and gardens at that time. Is it perhaps 
time, whilst remaining vigilant on the past, to now 
change our focus of attention and action towards the 
realm of public parks, which are equally under threat 
not only from decline but sometimes from existence!   
As noted on p.2 we would like to start a ‘Comments 
Column’ in the Newsletter, so – if you have a view on 
any of the above, we would love to hear from you.  
Email or write your comments to Jo Bolt and we will 
print them in the next edition of the Newsletter and/or 
on our web site. 
Janet Hurrell 
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The Gardens Trust 
 
Hampshire was the first county to create a County 
Gardens Trust (CGT) in the early 1980s. and now every 
other County in England has one. New HGT members 
might not be aware that each county is also a member 
of the national body, The Gardens Trust. This body 
began life as The Association of Gardens Trusts before 
being amalgamated with the Garden History Society to 
become The Gardens Trust, represented by  three key 
words: ‘ Research. Conserve. Campaign’. It is fair to say 
that even for those in the know, it is easy to be 
confused over the titles  – ‘Hampshire Gardens Trust’, 
‘County Gardens Trusts’ and ‘The Gardens Trust’. But 
back to The Gardens Trust ... 

HGT receives a few copies of The Gardens Trust News, 
which is illustrated and produced four times a year. It is 
usually packed with interesting articles on garden 
history, the Historic Landscape Project, information on 
Gardens Trust visits, exhibitions, Study Days, talks etc – 
in fact anything of interest to a County Gardens Trust. 
Jo Bolt will be only too pleased to hand over a copy to 
any member who would like to read it. 

Just a few headings from the Content list in Spring, 
2019, are: News and Campaigns/GT Events 
Programme/ Agenda – which includes interesting 
articles/GT events diary 2109 etc etc. Articles in the 
Spring edition included ‘William Style and his 
garden...’Joseph Chamberlain and the Highbury 
Rhododendron Collection’, ‘The Courtyard Garden in 
the “Antonio Salinas” Archaeological Museum’, as well 
as ‘In Brief’ short contributions of interest from various 
CGTs.  

One of the major events for The Gardens Trust is the 
Annual Conference and AGM held in the late summer, 
early autumn. This year’s event will be in Oxford, 6–8 
September, at Queen’s College, OX1 4AW.  The 
Conference opens on Friday afternoon with a guided 
tour of the Oxford Botanic Garden accompanied by a 
tasting of the Oxford Artisan Distillery’s Physic garden 
gin. Saturday continues with a visit to the private 
gardens of Christchurch and Worcester Colleges, 
followed by the popular Research Symposium and 
AGM with a Conference dinner in the evening. The 
Conference concludes on Sunday with a visit to 
Nuneham Courtenay’s iconic 18th century landscape, 
and the private gardens of Shotover Park House, with 
its formal canal and William Kent garden buildings. (As 

a side story, I well remember visiting Shotover in the 
pouring rain on the occasion of a previous ‘Annual 
Conference’ visit to Oxford several years ago! It was 
particularly interesting because soon after Oxford we 
visited New Zealand where my husband went white-
water rafting on the Shotover Falls – reputedly named 
by a black sheep member of the family at Shotover, 
who had been shipped off to New Zealand…). 

 
Shotover House 

 

 
Shotover Canal 

Photos: Tony Hurrell 

Booking closes on 10 August with prices for the full 
conference of £351 pp for a double room and £389 for 
a single place. If anyone is interested, please contact Jo 
Bolt for how to book. 
 
Janet Hurrell 

 
 

 Remember – 
          We would like your comments ... 
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Edward (Ted) Mason Obituary - 
                   A Truly Remarkable Man 

 
I first met Ted, when I was asked by Freddie Emery-
Wallis, the then leader of Hampshire County Council 
(HCC) and Luke White HCC Chairman, to chair a 
meeting of what was to become Hampshire Gardens 
Trust. This came about because the Drummonds had 
recently found a plan by Capability Brown for their 
house on the Solent Shore, designed as a prospect 
cottage. I was thus ‘a guinea pig owner’ who needed to 
be persuaded to do ‘the right thing’ for an historic 
landscape. From this meeting and almost entirely due 
to Ted came what in 1984 was a brand-new concept – 
a County Gardens Trust.  

As well as landscapes, Ted loved buildings and his 
hometown of Romsey. His favourite trust was perhaps 
the Romsey and District Buildings Preservation Trust, 
which now includes the Friends of the Romsey Signal 
Box! If you add the Hampshire Buildings Preservation 
Trust, the Archives Trust, the Mary Rose Trust, the 
HMS Warrior Trust  and others you will see how much 
was done to secure the future of precious records, 
artefacts, buildings, ships and gardens – all of which is 
thanks to Ted’s skill, expertise and patience with so 
much carried out pro bono. One can genuinely say ‘… 
we will never see his like again.’ 

Ted could always find imaginative, practical ways 
within charitable law to ensure their survival and 
conservation. He was a very unusual man; very 
professional with great integrity, patience and 
expertise at explaining in simple terms the complexity 
of relevant law.  Witness to this not too long ago, was 
the patient help he gave HGT to adapt to a new, 
simpler constitution, a Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation (CIO). 
 
Ted also had an enchanting, dry sense of humour 
which nearly failed him when he and I, plus the then 
Chief Executive of HCC, Keith Robinson, had an 
interview at the Charity Commission with the aptly 
named Mr Row. Mr Row suggested to me that I only 
wanted to have a ‘Gardens Trust’ in order to give 
money to my friends to ‘pretty up’ their gardens. Not 
only was I furious but much to the consternation of 
Keith and Ted, I burst into tears! Mr Row then came up 
with the immortal phrase ‘what your Trust is about is 
the arts and sciences of garden land’;  this  is used in 
almost every Gardens Trust constitution.  

 Over tea in Fortnum’s, across the road from Mr Row, 
Ted and Keith asked why I burst into tears, thinking it a 
feminine wile. ‘Feel my head’ I said.  I had a very bad 
bout of flu but had not wanted to miss the meeting.   

Gilly Drummond 
President Hampshire Gardens Trust 
 

Book Reviews 
 

Does anyone remember The Times’ Fourth Leader? It 
was serious commentary on some topic of the day, but 
expressed in a light-hearted voice and with wit. I hope 
to present to readers of the Newsletter two such 
books, more for their entertainment than their 
education. They are both quirky: like Marmite, you will 
love them or hate them, I foresee. 

 

 
 

Earthly Joys 
By Philippa Gregory published 1998 by 

           Harper Collins 
The first is a work of fiction, Earthly Joys by Philippa 
Gregory, now better known as a historian and novelist 
of the Wars of the Roses. Earthly Joys, the first of two 
biographical novels about the John Tradescants, father 
and son, of course covers a later period, that of the 
reign of James I and the first half of the reign of 
Charles I. Defining the scope of the book by rulers is 
pertinent here, as John Tradescant the elder (1570-
1638) worked directly for both these kings, and for the 
Duke of Buckingham, and for Charles’s wife Henrietta 
Maria. Having an employer who considered he has a 
divine right to order your career was clearly an 
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uncomfortable situation, but history shows that John 
Tradescant had the necessary diplomatic gifts to 
survive. This brings me to a question whose answer I 
do not know: how much of the book is recorded fact 
and how much is inspired guesswork. Tradescant’s 
Ark, his museum of curiosities in Lambeth (which 
became the foundation of the Ashmolean Museum in 
Oxford) is well documented, and Gregory clearly has 
stuck close to her sources. On the other hand, 
Tradescant’s relationship with the first duke of 
Buckingham is beyond the scope of my knowledge, but 
may well come under the Italian proverb which 
translates as ‘If it isn’t true, it’s well invented’. The 
sequel, Virgin Earth, covers the career of John 
Tradescant II (1608-1662). I enjoyed this less, partly 
because I found the character of the protagonist less 
appealing and the period of the Civil War more tragic. 
But it is worth giving it a try.  
 
Georgina Crauford 

 
 

 
You Should Have Been Here Last Week 

By Tim Richardson published 2016 by 
     Pimpernel Press (pb 2018) 

My second choice is Tim Richardson’s collected articles 
and reviews entitled You Should Have Been Here Last 
Week: Sharp Cuttings from a Garden Writer. Don’t miss 
his Introduction, a witty Apologia Pro Vita Sua, which 
explains the breadth of his subject-matter, from Vita 
Sackville-West to a post-industrial park in Germany, 

Duisburg-Nord. I particularly liked his comment on 
Studley Royal: “… I suddenly realised that these 
landscape gardens, despite their popularity with the 
blue-rinse brigade, were nothing less than gigantic, 
ever-changing, walk-through art installations, replete 
 with subtle meanings.” 
 
The pieces, which date from between 2004 and 2016, 
were originally printed in such disparate organs as the 
Garden Design Journal, Country Life, the Financial 
Times, and the Daily Telegraph, so they are aimed at a 
varied audience. There are one or two terrible puns, 
such as “Is garden ornament the love that dares not 
speak its gnome?” Because he is a historian and writer, 
he has a longer perspective on gardens and gardening. 
One piece is even a film review: A Little Chaos, which 
admittedly is about Louis XIV’s gardens at Versailles, 
involving (as Richardson puts it) “much décolletage in 
the bocage”. He writes as he speaks, so though he is 
extremely erudite on occasion, he takes his reader with 
him, and invariably provides a twist in the tale. I advise 
you to give him a try. 
 

Georgina Crauford 

GW300 – The Tercentenary of the  
                  birth of Gilbert White 

 
After Capability Brown in 2016, Humphry Repton in 

2019, 2020 heralds the celebration of the birth of 

another gardening 'giant' – Gilbert White born in 

1720.  Gilbert White’s  life-long investigation of the 

natural world was inspired over 250 years ago by 

Selborne and its surrounding landscape, which 

culminated in his world-famous book The Natural 

History and Antiquities of Selborne together with a 

reputation as ‘the father of ecology’.  

HGT President, Gilly Drummond, and Trustee, Jill 

Walmsley, have attended an inauguration meeting for 

the launch of GW300, which will provide an 

opportunity to widen appreciation of White’s 

importance to the modern world in a time of rapid 

environmental change. We will keep you informed of 

the future events via our web site and Newsletters. 
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 Highnam Court, Glos  

 

Gloucestershire has many fine gardens, of which Highnam Court is one. It is registered Grade II* on the Historic 
England Register of Parks and Gardens, and certainly well worth a visit, though the gardens are normally only open for 
the National Gardens Scheme. It is around 4 km north-west of Gloucester, on rising ground above the River Severn 
floodplain that extends 2 km to the east. It is privately owned by Roger Head, a local businessman, with volunteers 
from the Pied Piper Appeal who managed us on the day we visited, serving coffee and providing lunch in the Orangery. 
The funds they raise go to make a difference to sick and disabled children in the county. 

Unusually, the house, grade 1 listed, was built 
in the Commonwealth period, 1658, for William 
Cooke MP and designed by Ernest Carter, a 
pupil of Inigo Jones. However, landscaping in 
the garden did not take place until the late 18th 
century, when the owner, John Guise, created 
the lakes very much in the Brownian style. 
Further alterations were carried out in the early 
19th century when the lake was enlarged. It 
was not until 1838, when Thomas Gambier 
Parry took ownership, that the transformation 
took place. You may be more familiar with 
Thomas’s son, Hubert, who was a composer, 
and is best known for his choral song 
Jerusalem. At Highnam, his father employed 
the 2nd James Pulham to create a series of 
outcrops, caves, grottos and meandering 
streams to the west of the house, as well as  

 
Highnam Court, South Terrace on the left 

making the pillars along the Broad walk to the area. The Pulhams had perfected a method of manufacturing rocks 
using bricks, clicker, cement and small pebbles, now known as Pulhamite, that looked very natural. The advantage of 
Pulhamite  is that it is very much lighter in weight than the many thousands of tons of Yorkshire stone that were also 
purchased to create this masterpiece. Like many estates, the splitting up of the estate in 1977, changes of use, and 
neglect of the gardens took its toll, and it was not until the 1990s, when the current owner acquired the property, that 
its restoration took place. Not only has the owner, Roger Head, been instrumental in its revival, but he has added an 
Orangery to the west of the house, and many new features in the garden and park. 

Our coach entrance was from 
the south lodge over a bridge 
at the eastern end of the 
long lake, through the 
parkland, to a courtyard to 
the north of the house. From 
here, a gate leads to the East 
Formal Flower Garden that 
was in place in 1869. The 
Irish yews that remain had to 
be considerably trimmed, 
and the boxed areas are  

 
The long lake from the entrance bridge The East Formal Garden 

replanted each season with herbaceous plants and under planted with spring bulbs. An alcove in the entrance wall 
that was once part of the old conservatory contains a 17th century effigy depicting Oliver Cromwell as Hercules in his 
lion skin robe. It once stood in a niche above the library window in the front of the house, which accounts for its odd 
proportions. It languished in the stable area for over 200 years before being placed in its current situation. 
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A walk across the South terrace, in front of the house, gives an excellent view of the lake, and of the range of trees in 
the parkland, as well as the rose garden that is situated just beyond the ha-ha. Renovation of the rose garden was 
helped by viewing early 20th century photographs. It was on this terrace that we had our first close-up look at the owl 
in the tree, one of the many wood sculptures that Dave Bytheway, the Roadside Woodcarver, has skilfully created 
from fallen or partially damaged trees. Time did not allow us to walk the whole of the park to see them all.  

  
 

Three of the many sculptures by Dave Bytheway 

On the west side of the house, in 
2001, when the Orangery was built, a 
parterre was also planted with old-
fashioned roses that only have one 
flowering period. Three years later an 
adjacent knot garden was added of 
variegated intertwined box, skilfully 
executed as a weaving pattern with a 
fine lead statue of Mercury in the 
centre.  
 

 
The Parterre Garden 

 
The Knot Garden 

 
 

Kitchen garden wall, pillars, obelisks and Fernery in the foreground 

 
From the Orangery complex, three 
walks lead to the Pulham Fernery 
and Winter Garden, the Broad Walk, 
Ladies Walk and the Winter Garden 
Terrace. The latter encapsulates 
three centuries of development: the 
kitchen garden wall was built around 
1770, the pillars are of Pulhamite, 
dating from the mid-19th century, 
and the specially commissioned 
obelisks, were created more recently 
by Robert Bryant. The Pulhamite 
Fernery and Winter Garden is of 
quite a different scale and ambience, 
and they have been restored to their 
former glory.  
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At the far end is a 
Japanese style bridge. To 
the north is the Monet 
Garden and, as you 
would expect, there is 
another bridge and a 
lake. At the time of our 
visit the wisteria was at 
its best. Further north, 
there is a more open 
area, within which is the 
Upper Lake, a new 
Willow arbour, a Tudor- 

 
Pulhamite rocks 

 
The Japanese style bridge at the far end of the rock 

garden 
Style Beehive Design 
Viewing Point, accessed 
from a snail mount, 
Prairie style planting and 
an arboretum.  This 
northern area, the 
Monet Garden, the 
Pulhamite Winter 
Garden, the Fernery, and  
walks from the Orangery 
wrap around the Garden 
House and the old   

The Monet Bridge 
 

View from the bridge 

Kitchen garden that are privately owned. From the upper area, alternative footpaths lead back to the Orangery or 
along a footpath by the large lake south of the house, and across the entrance drive to the Lower Lake. Unfortunately, 
time did not allow us to venture that far. Another visit is needed! 

 
Beehive Design Viewing Point, Prairie style planting 

 
The Willow Arbour 

Photos: Janice Bennetts 
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Janice Bennetts 
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